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Internet of Vehicles (IoV) is capable of providing various intelligent services and supporting different applications for the

drivers and passengers on roads. The IoV to be able to offer beneficial road services, huge amounts of data are

generated and exchanged among the different communicated entities wirelessly via open channels, which could attract

the adversaries and threaten the network with several possible types of security attacks. In this survey, the authentication

part of security system is targeted while highlighting the efficiency of blockchains in the IoV environments.
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1. Introduction

With the huge increase in the number of vehicles on roads nowadays, more accidents and traffic congestion issues are

encountered. This raises the need for serious arrangements to ensure roads’ safety and traffic efficiency. Different

technologies have been introduced towards maintaining safer and time-efficient driving on roads, such as, Vehicular Ad-

hoc Networks (VANETs) in which the vehicles exchange data about their speed, location, etc., and other road-related

information to raise their awareness about surrounding road conditions and help them making better and effective

decisions. However, with the rapid advancement in today’s technologies such as ubiquitous connectivity, wireless

technologies, sensor devices, smart vehicles, and cloud computing platforms, the need for more powerful vehicular

networks has increased. Hence, the IoV has appeared that can exploit and incorporate all these advanced technologies in

order to provide more satisfying real-time services for vehicles’ drivers and passengers.

IoV has emerged with great potential to support various services and offer several benefits to the transportation system

such as cost effectiveness, time efficiency, road safety , traffic management , evolution of smart cities ,

autonomous driving  alarms and dynamic warning systems  as well as recording fatal occurrences .

However, in order for the IoV system to be able to secure such services, enormous amounts of data need to be generated

and exchanged among the different IoV entities including vehicles, pedestrians, and roadside infrastructure. Since this

information exchange takes place through an open-channel wireless network, the exchanged messages are vulnerable to

various security attacks that could undermine the privacy of the communicating entities and the confidentiality of their data

via eavesdropping or even affect the integrity of the transmitted messages by tampering them before reaching their target

destination. Other types of security attacks that could be encountered in IoV environments are the attacks that target the

authenticity of users. Here, a malicious entity masquerades a legitimate user and may commit malicious activities in the

network. Therefore, efficient authentication is necessary to prevent such attacks in IoV.

On the other hand, blockchain technology has recently drawn the attention of both industry and academia due to its

efficient characteristics represented in decentralization, immutability, consensus, fault tolerance, and enhanced security.

Blockchain was first known as the enabling technology behind Bitcoin or cryptocurrency. Yet, it has recently attracted

various emerging domains such as smart cities , smart grids , Internet of Things (IoT) , Cyber

Physical Systems (CPS) , robotics , machine learning , and health systems . IoV platforms

have also started to adopt blockchain for various services which include data management , resource trading ,

resource sharing , vehicle management , ride sharing , traffic control , and forensics applications

. In this paper, we highlight the use of blockchain in IoV and VANETs for authentication by surveying a number of

recent blockchain-based authentication schemes.

Numerous surveys have recently been published discussing the authentication approaches and protocols in the vehicular

networks of VANETs and IoV which are summarized in Table 1. Some of the surveys have focused on authentication in

IoV and/or VANETs as part of the Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) whereas others have exhibited wider

perspective by discussing IoV authentication as a subsection of the Internet of Things (IoT) technology.

Table 1. Comparison of recent surveys on authentication in IoV and VANETs networks.
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Ref. Year Target
Area

VANETs to
IoV
Transition

Security Attacks
and/or
Requirements

Blockchain-
Based
Authentication

Features

2017 IoT X √ X

Discusses symmetric and

asymmetric cryptographic-based

authentication protocols.

Covers authentication protocols in a

wide range of IoT environments,

namely, IoV, IoS, IoE, and M2M.

Presents threat models,

countermeasures and formal security

verification techniques used by the

surveyed papers.

2017 VANETs X √ X

Surveys a range of authentication

schemes that are based on

cryptography, digital signature, and

message verification.

Provides a performance comparison

in terms of communication and

computation overheads.

2019 IoT X √ X

Provides a multi-criteria classification

for the surveyed authentication

schemes which includes

authentication factor, procedure, and

architecture, IoT layer, use of tokens

and use of hardware.

Presents different security

requirements and issues faced by

each IoT layer.

2019 VANETs X √ X

Discusses authentication and privacy

schemes in VANETs while providing

a good taxonomy based on the

privacy preserving technique used.

Presents the security of each

scheme in terms of security

requirements and their

corresponding attacks.

Shows performance efficiency w.r.t

computational cost and

communicational cost for each

scheme.
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Ref. Year Target
Area

VANETs to
IoV
Transition

Security Attacks
and/or
Requirements

Blockchain-
Based
Authentication

Features

2020 VANETs X X X

Addresses authentication, privacy,

and secure message dissemination

in VANETs.

Proposes multi-categorization based

on the tools and techniques used in

the surveyed papers.

2020 IoV √ √ X

Provides a good taxonomy of various

security protocols in IoV.

Surveys authentication protocols in

IoV.

Discusses security aspects: threats

and attacks in IoV.

Provides a performance comparison

in terms of communication and

computation overheads.

2020 IoV √ X √

Provides a comprehensive

comparison of the blockchain-based

applications in vehicular networks.

Analyzes the requirements of the

blockchain-based applications in

vehicular networks.

Discusses a range of challenges

related to the integration of

blockchain within vehicular networks.

2021 IoV √ X X

Provides seven different aspects for

combining the blockchain technology

with IoV while briefly surveying some

schemes for each of these aspects.

Overviews some research directions

in the field of blockchain-enabled

IoV.
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Ref. Year Target
Area

VANETs to
IoV
Transition

Security Attacks
and/or
Requirements

Blockchain-
Based
Authentication

Features

2021 IoV X √ √

Provides a detailed review on

various existing blockchain

techniques for IoV security.

Provides a good categorization for

the existing blockchain-based IoV

security methods.

Presents a clear analysis for the

surveyed blockchain-based IoV

security schemes in terms of

techniques, tools, and performance

metrics.

Discusses a couple of future

research aspects.

Our
survey 2021 VANETs

and IoV √ √ √

Covers the specific area of VANETs

and IoV, which provides a more

focused reference for researchers in

the field of IoV, meanwhile a more

comprehensive reference in

vehicular technology and ITS.

Highlights the efficiency of

blockchain in IoV by discussing

blockchain-based authentication

schemes.

Provides a clear taxonomy in terms

of the type of blockchain used for

authentication.

Presents a detailed comparison

between the surveyed papers in

terms of techniques used, attacks

counteracted, network models, and

evaluation tools.

Discusses whether each

authentication scheme supports

privacy preservation of user identity

or not.

Focuses on the attacks on

authentication, their targeted OSI

layers, and possible remedies.

In order to highlight the contribution of this paper, a number of recent state-of-art surveys are summarized and compared

in Table 1. In , the cryptographic-based authentication protocols have been discussed in a wide range of IoT

environments, namely, IoV, Internet of Sensors (IoS), Internet of Energy (IoE), and Machine to Machine Communication

(M2M). In , a range of authentication schemes that are based on cryptography, digital signature, and message

verification in the context of VANETs have been presented. IoV authentication has been implicitly reviewed in  by

introducing a multi-criteria classification for the authentication schemes in the IoT environment in general. A broad range
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of crypto-based authentication schemes in VANETs environments  and IoV networks  have also been reviewed.

However, despite discussing the authentication protocols from different points of view and introducing diverse

categorization criteria, all the above surveys have the common factor of reviewing the cryptographic-based authentication

schemes in IoV or VANETs and none of them has reviewed the authentication schemes that are based on blockchains.

On the other hand, blockchain-based applications in IoV have been addressed by many surveys recently. For instance,

the authors in  have surveyed a number of blockchain-based applications that aim to improve the security, privacy, trust

and cooperation in IoV networks. Seven different aspects where blockchain technology can be incorporated with IoV have

been discussed in  such as IoV security, trust management, and data management. Moreover, different blockchain-

based IoV security methods have been categorized and reviewed in . Although these surveys might have mentioned a

few blockchain-based authentication schemes in IoV, they have briefly mentioned them on the run as a small part of the

broad field of IoV security and none of them has provided a detailed survey that is only dedicated to the blockchain-based

authentication schemes in IoV. Thus, the main contributions of this survey are:

Highlighting the significance of the blockchain technology in IoV and VANETs by presenting a wide range of the

blockchain-based authentication schemes that are proposed in the recent literature.

Providing the first detailed survey focusing on the application of blockchain technology to a specific aspect of IoV

security; that is, the authentication. Considering both IoV and VANETs technologies when surveying the different

blockchain-based authentication schemes instead of restricting them to only one vehicular technology, which can

provide a comprehensive source for researchers interested in the field of blockchain-based authentication.

2. Background

2.1. Internet of Vehicles

IoV is an emerging field that mainly incorporates ITS and IoT technologies, while covering a wide range of other

technologies and applications such as vehicular information services, advanced wireless communication technologies,

cloud computing, edge computing, and automotive electronics to provide intelligent transportation services and enhance

the quality of roads. It integrates the intelligent in-vehicle sensor devices with the intra-vehicle and inter-vehicle wireless

communication technologies along with Internet technology to collect and exchange vehicle-related and traffic-related

data that can be later used for making better road-related actions and decisions. IoV consists of three basic components:

(1) the intra-vehicular network, (2) inter-vehicular network, and (3) vehicular mobile Internet . This includes the

communication between vehicles in the same vehicular network, the communication between different vehicular networks,

and the connection between vehicles and mobiles, respectively. The functionality of IoV imposes equipping vehicles with

several smart units and devices including electronic control units, On Board Units (OBUs), sensors, event data records,

cameras, GPS modules as well as a diverse number of wired (Controller Area Network and Local Interconnect Network

buses) and wireless (i.e., Bluetooth) communication technologies.

The former technology to IoV is the VANETS which was basically introduced to improve the traffic efficiency and road

safety by establishing connectivity and exchanging information between the moving vehicles with and without the aid of

any pre-established roadside infrastructure via different communication modes namely, Wireless Access in Vehicular

Environments (WAVE) based Wi-Fi, ad-hoc, and hybrid. Despite its efficiency in addressing road safety and traffic

management issues with low operational cost, VANETs exhibit some commercialization problems which include but are

not limited to the following :

VANETs’ framework could not fully support the global and sustainable services targeted by ITS applications. This is

caused by the pure ad-hoc communication architecture, in which an on-road vehicle can lose its granted services once

it disconnects from an ad-hoc network. This is due to the inability of collaborating with other alternative reachable

networks.

Internet connectivity in VANETS could not be ensured, which affects the availability of commercial applications for

vehicles’ drivers and passengers since those applications rely on reliable Internet connectivity.

Despite the rapid technological advancement of personal mobile devices, they could not communicate with VANETs

due to the incompatible network architecture.

Intelligent decision making, and big data analytics applications were not possible in certain VANETs architectures. This

could be related to the computing and storage constraints and the lack of cloud computing services.
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The application services could not guarantee high level of accuracy, since VANETs localize the computation and

processing of traffic data information.

The above limitations of VANETs have drawn the attention of researchers and industrial developers to extend the

capabilities of the existing vehicular networks to move further steps towards providing more efficient vehicular services

and achieving the global objectives of ITS. Consequently, IoV has emerged as an advanced vehicular technology that

attempts to overcome the shortcomings of conventional VANETs through supporting a high range of mobility, strong

connectivity among vehicles and with roadside infrastructure, reliable Internet connection, and high interactivity with

personal devices. IoV can also provide an immediate management of risk situations through maintaining low delay and

delivering high reliability and robustness. Cloud and edge computing capabilities, processing, and analysis of collected

data to transform them into useful information through big data analytics tools to provide services to consumers and

businesses are as well positive points for the IoV.

In addition, IoV has brought the ability to support diverse types of interaction models including Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V),

Vehicle-to-Roadside-unit (V2R), Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I), Vehicle-to-Pedestrian (V2P), Vehicle-to-Sensor (V2S), and

many others as indicated in Figure 1. V2V and V2R indicate the interaction among the vehicles and the interaction

between the vehicles and the RSUs, respectively, via wireless protocols such as WAVE. V2I is the communication

between vehicles and infrastructure possibly via Wi-Fi, Long Term Evolution (LTE), or 5G. While V2S represents the

onboard sensor communication via Ethernet and Wi-Fi, V2P refers to the communication among vehicles and personal

devices such as smartphones via Apple’s CarPlay, Open Automotive Alliance Android system, or Near Field

Communication .

Figure 1. Communication models in IoV.

Different layered architectures for IoV frameworks have been proposed in the literature, which differ in the number and/or

names of layers proposed. These architectures compete to optimize the number of layers and to enhance the

distinguishability between the different layers . The most common IoV architecture can be seen in Figure
2 which defines six layers, namely, physical, communication, processing, services, business, and security. The main

responsibility of the physical layer is to gather information about vehicles and their surrounding environment such as

vehicle’s speed, position, travelling direction, on-road vehicular density, weather conditions, and others through the

sensing devices, actuators, GPS modules, and access points installed on the vehicles. RSUs and other personal devices

may also be used. The collected data are then transferred in a secure way to the processing layer through the

communication layer, which employs diverse wireless communication standards and network modules to guarantee

interoperability between the different heterogeneous network entities such as WAVE, WiFi, RFID, Bluetooth, 4G/LTE, UW,

and satellites. The processing layer represents the storage, processing, and transformation of the data received from the

lower layers into useful information to be used for decision making. This includes the adoption of various big data

analytics tools and cloud computing platforms. The services layer then takes the information processed and the decisions

made by the processing layer and employs them to provide intelligent IoV services and applications to the end users

which can contribute to road safety and traffic efficiency. The business layer’s responsibilities can include decisions
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related to economics investment, budget estimation and regulation, pricing, and operations management. Finally, the

security layer concerns about secure and reliable data collection and communication among the different nodes to prevent

against diverse number of security attacks and threats that can be encountered in IoV environments. Since security is the

main theme of this paper, we will discuss more on this in the coming sections.

Figure 2. The proposed six-layers architecture of IoV.

2.2. Blockchain

A blockchain, also called a Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT), can be defined as a group of connected blocks used to

store transactions’ records or events and is maintained by all the participating users distributed over the network.

Blockchain technology removes the reliance on a central authority, since it allows all users to generate and validate

transactions directly in a peer-to-peer network which helps significantly in reducing the financial and time related costs

associated with the intermediate party. Building the blocks of a blockchain relies on two key technologies, namely,

cryptography  and consensus mechanisms .

Cryptography is adopted in blockchain to ensure the security and privacy of the data and the anonymity of the participants

thereby using cryptographic hash functions and digital signatures . The adoption of cryptographic hash function is quite

popular in blockchains, where each block is linked to the previous block (its parent block) by keeping the hash value of the

previous block in its own header, except the genesis block, i.e., the first block in the chain. The first block has no parent

block and thus the hash value of the previous block is set to zero. This hash-based linking structure makes the blockchain

immutable due to the uniqueness of the hash values used. The digital signature, on the other hand, is a type of

asymmetric cryptography where each user owns a pair of public and private keys. The typical digital signature algorithm

used in most blockchain applications is the Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA).

Consensus mechanisms are used in the blockchain to establish trust in an untrustworthy environment and to verify the

correctness and integrity of the transactions data being added to the public ledger. Blockchain consensus can be defined

as “the agreement of a common value among a group of nodes in blockchain systems” . Several consensus

mechanisms have been proposed in different blockchain scenarios which differ in their fault tolerance, scalability, power

consumption, and application-dependent scenarios. However, they all agree to provide consistency and transparency to

the data blocks. Two broad categories of blockchain consensus protocols are suggested in , namely, probabilistic-

finality consensus and absolute-finality consensus protocols. The former can only guarantee an eventual consistency

whereas the latter ensures a strong consistency. Some of the most common consensus protocols are Proof of Stack

(PoS), Proof of Work (PoW), and Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT). However, other less common consensus

mechanisms also exist in blockchain applications such as Leased Proof of Stack , Proof of Elapsed Time , Proof of

Activity , Proof of Importance , Proof of Capacity , Proof of Burn , and Proof of Vote .
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Three types of blockchains are commonly defined and agreed upon by most of the literature, namely, public blockchain,

private blockchain, and consortium blockchain. The different types are distinguished from each other by their consensus

making, read permission, immutability, and degree of centralization . Public blockchain is a non-restrictive,

permissionless distributed ledger in which everyone can access and validate the transactions and participate in running

the consensus mechanism. Public blockchains are completely decentralized and are suitable for fully opened systems

where untrusted entities may join the network. Typical examples of public blockchains include Bitcoin, Ethereum, and

Litecoin . On the other hand, Private blockchain is a restrictive, permissioned blockchain in which only a sub-

group of predefined nodes can maintain and validate the ledger. A private blockchain is fully controlled by a single

organization, thus it can be regarded as a centralized network. Private blockchains are suitable for closed systems where

all nodes fully trust each other. Consortium blockchain is a partially decentralized ledger managed by several

organizations in which only a small group of nodes is pre-selected to perform the consensus. It is suitable for semi-closed

systems consisting of few enterprises and thus is normally found in the banking sector and other governmental

organizations. Consortium blockchains are regarded as a combination of both public and private blockchains. Typical

examples are Stellar , R3CEV , Hyperledger , and Ripple .

However, other blockchain classifications have been suggested in the relevant literature. For instance, the authors in 

have divided blockchains into four types: public, private, consortium, as well as hybrid. Similarly, two blockchain

categories, permissioned and permissionless blockchains, are proposed in .

2.3. Motivations to Use Blockchain in IoV

IoV is a large-scale and heterogenous network that combines a large number of connected vehicles, roadside

infrastructure, mobile personal devices, central and distributed storage, and computation servers in case of incorporating

cloud and edge computing platforms. This along with the open-channel wireless communication model and the public

Internet connectivity that dominate most of the communication makes the IoV network vulnerable to a variety of security

attacks that could threaten the applications of IoV such as navigation, accident detection and notification, dynamic

alternative routing, route optimization, and congestion management which consequently constitutes a threat and danger

on drivers and passengers on the road. Furthermore, since IoV scenarios include high mobility and exchange of huge

amount of data as well as requiring real-time services and decision making, more efficient, powerful, and reliable

technologies must be adopted in IoV frameworks in place of the conventional techniques.

On the other hand, blockchain technology has emerged recently as a decentralized storage mechanism in various

industry applications due to its strong capabilities not only in distributed storage aspect, but also in terms of security,

privacy, performance, automation, and reduced computational cost. Recently, blockchain has also been brought to the IoV

paradigm to serve different purposes such as data protection and management, resource trading, resource sharing, ride

sharing, traffic control and management, and forensic applications.

The various features a blockchain can provide have motivated researchers and the industry to incorporate blockchain

technology into the IoV. These properties include the following :

Decentralization: Unlike the centralized-storage platforms where both data storage and management are handled by a

trusted centralized node, blockchain technology exhibits a decentralized nature in which data records are kept and

managed by all participating entities. This reduces the resource bottlenecks issue and maintenance cost associated

with the centralized sever arrangements and avoids the single point of failure issue which all can be beneficial for IoV

environments.

Immutability: Since the creation and validation of new blocks of transactions should be agreed upon by all or most of

the peers via the different consensus mechanisms before being added to the blockchain, the blockchain is almost

impossible to be tampered with or modified.

Security and privacy: The cryptographic nature of blockchain where both cryptographic hash functions and digital

signatures are adopted can ensure the security of transactions data and the privacy of the participating users in IoV.

Transparency: Since all participants keep a replica of the public ledger, they can access all the timestamped blockchain

transactions. This enables the peers to manage, look up and verify transactions at any time in a transparent manner

without an intermediary. This self-auditability and transparency not only promote the relief of the peers by managing

their own transactions, but also mitigates the time and financial costs associated with the intermediate party.
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Automation: Blockchain technology supports the adoption of smart contracts which are software scripts that can be

executed automatically by a triggering event or upon meeting some pre-defined set of rules. This automation property

of blockchain can enhance the efficiency of many IoV applications and help provide various services autonomously

without a need for a trusted entity.

Traceability: Each transaction record is kept in the blockchain with a timestamp indicating its time of occurrence and

joining the public ledger. This timestamped recording nature helps identifying the events in a chronological order which

enhances the traceability and can support the non-repudiation requirement in IoV.

3. Security Issues in IoV and VANETs

IoV and VANETs have various features that are advantageous to vehicles’ drivers and passengers, pedestrians as well as

the whole industrial business. However, like any new-emerging technology, IoV and VANETs come with several risks and

security threats. The continuous mobility of vehicles, the existence of a third party acting as an authority to certify the

nodes, and the wireless mode of communication among the different nodes make these vehicular networks vulnerable to

wide range of security threats and attacks. Identifying the different security requirements and exploring the possible

attacks that threaten these vehicular frameworks is the first step towards resisting them.

Security Requirements and Challenges in Vehicular Networks

The IoV networks are an amalgamation of diverse technologies with different standards and regulations (such as Internet

connections, different wireless technologies, sensors, cloud services); which make IoV vulnerable to various types of

security attacks. Depending upon the attacker objective(s), the attack launched might be passive or active, generated

internally or from an external source. However, regardless of the attack’s source or activity type, these security threats are

commonly classified into different categories based on the security aspect(s) of the network being compromised. For

example, an attack could affect the authenticity of the users, the integrity of IoV data, or the availability of the provided

services.

Guided by the various security threats an IoV system can suffer from, different security aspects have been defined in the

literature. These security aspects can be classified into: (1) Security requirements that an efficient IoV system should

maintain and (2) Security challenges that face any security subsystem of an IoV environment. Figure 3 illustrates these

security requirements and challenges. Following are the different security requirements of an IoV system :

Figure 3. The security requirements and challenges in IoV and VANETs platforms.

Authentication: It means ensuring that the received data is generated by a legitimate sender, or in other words, making

sure that the entity that sent the data must be the true actual entity it claims to be. It guarantees that the entities

involved in the communication are authentic, not masqueraded by some attacker who forwards the messages on their

behalf. Sybil attack, masquerading attack, impersonation attack, spoofing attack, replay attack, and wormhole attacks

are examples of attacks that target the authenticity of IoV users.

Availability: It is a basic requirement in IoV environment especially for the real-time critical applications where even a

minor delay cannot be tolerated and made the information useless. Therefore, the IoV system should be available all
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the time to provide real-time information and services to all legitimate users and be able to tolerate partial system faults

and failure issues through backups and replications. Moreover, a mature IoV system must have the ability to function

under intense network load with the increasing number of participants. The common attacks that target the availability

service are the denial-of-service and distributed denial-of-service attacks.

Confidentiality: Some IoV applications include sensitive information that are accessed only by certain legitimate users.

Therefore, confidentiality of this information must be insured through encryption to prevent it from being revealed and

interpreted by any illegal entity even upon eavesdropping.

Data integrity: It means there is no distortion—whether intentionally or accidentally—in the received data. In other

words, the sent data and the received data are identical. Typical attacks on integrity can be data manipulation attack

and malware attack.

Non-repudiation: It guarantees that any involved user in the IoV environment cannot deny any of its past activities, i.e.,

sending or receiving any piece of information. This ensures that an attacker can be identified, and all its communicated

messages can be retrieved if needed for subsequent actions.

Access control: Each participating entity in the IoV network is assigned different rights and privileges to access the

network resources. This security requirement guarantees that each node performs its functions based on the services it

is entitled to.

Privacy and anonymity: The users’ real identities may need to be made hidden using anonymous identities or

pseudonyms to protect their privacy. Additionally, some location information such as the driving traces and tracks

followed by the vehicles are sometimes preferred to be anonymous in order to prevent unauthorized location tracking.

Data verification: Since malicious entities can modify the information sent by the sender, a regular data verification

process is usually performed to identify the manipulated or tampered messages and thus reject or drop them (if found)

to prevent misleading the receiving entities into taking improper decisions.

Real-time guarantee and efficient routing: The majority of IoV and VANETs applications are real-time, such as

accidents detection and warnings dissemination, which must be carried out within certain time constraints, otherwise

the safety of drivers and passengers could be threatened, and the delayed information will become worthless. To be

able to meet these time constraints, efficient secure routing protocols should be adopted to guarantee delivering the

packets in their entirety and on time.

Traceability and revocability: Despite the need for preserving the privacy of IoV users in general by hiding their real

identities, the legal authorities should have the ability to retrieve the vehicles’ real identities in case of misbehaving to

revoke them as well as in case of disputes.

Scalability: With the increasing number of vehicles on the roads nowadays, more vehicles and entities are joining the

network. Thus, a good vehicular network should be able to scale-up accordingly. However, this nodes extension may

expose the network to higher security issues if not controlled and monitored properly. Therefore, monitored scalability is

another security requirement of the IoV system.

The following are different security challenges that might be faced by any IoV paradigm :

High mobility: Data packets must be preserved and kept unmodified during the entire uncertain routing process from

the sender to the receiver and should also be delivered on time to satisfy the real-time security requirement. However,

the high mobility of nodes in IoV and VANETs networks, and the continuously varying network topology have led to the

transient nature of V2V and V2I interactions, which makes the real-time guarantee and non-repudiation security

requirements much more difficult.

Low errors tolerance: Any minor delay in receiving information or delivering packets in IoV may result in unacceptable

situations or even road disasters, thus the time constraints are of high importance in such environments. However, the

limited bandwidth and the unstable network quality in IoV caused by the huge number of vehicles being served, their

mobility, and the unpredictable changes in wireless networks hinder the real-time security requirement. Therefore,

some preventive security measures must be applied so that the drivers can be proactive in case of any emergency

situations.

Key management: Several authorities and stakeholders are considered important participants in IoV such as

governmental institutions and vehicle manufacturers. Hence, it has always been a security challenge to delegate a
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certain authority among these stakeholders to serve as a fully Trusted Authority (TA) that is responsible for key

distribution, management, and revocation, since choosing the wrong authority without considering its hidden intents

and benefits could severely affect the security of the IoV system. Moreover, due to the scale of IoV and VANETs

networks, the Certificates Revocation Lists (CRLs) that are responsible for the revocation of misbehaving and malicious

vehicles become too long and thus not feasible which raises the overhead of the certificate revocation process. Thus,

maintaining a balance between efficient key distribution/revocation process and low overhead is another challenge on

IoV security.

Tradeoff between security and privacy: In general, the more secure the system is, the less privacy it can provide for

users. Many drivers and passengers may not be willing to sacrifice their privacy by sharing their private sensitive data

such as their location and destination while caring for security at the same time. Thus, maintaining a good balance

between high security and reasonable user privacy is another major security challenge in IoV.

Compatibility and cooperation: Due to the divergent interests and targets of the various IoV participating parties such

as vehicle manufacturers, consumers, and governmental organizations, it is a big challenge to align their interests

properly.
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